
Movie 

A story or event recorded by a 

camera as a set of moving 

images and is shown in a 

theater or on TV 



character  

A person in a book, play, 
film 



Scene  

 a part of a movie or a 

single piece of action that 

happens in one place in a 

film like war scene, love 

scene 



Action movie 

Action movies are full of exciting 

scenes with a lot of movement 

and physical activity. 

They have a lot of fight scenes or 

chase scenes. 



Comedy movie 

Comedy movies are meant to 

make you laugh and feel happy.  

They often have funny 

characters, jokes and humorous 

situations. 

Classic comedy  actors include  

Jim Carrey and Charlie Chaplin 



Drama movie 

Drama movies are serious  and 

emotional. They often focus on 

deep human feelings. 

They can be about  real-life 

situations and may make you cry 

or think deeply. 

Famous drama  movies include  

The separation 



Science fiction 

movie 

Science fiction movies are about 

the future or things that don’t exist 

yet, like aliens or advanced 

technology. 

Famous sci-fi  movies include 

Star wars 



Fantasy movie 

Fantasy movies  take us to 

magical worlds with mythical  

creatures and enchanting 

adventures. 

They often involve  wizards, 

dragons or other magical beings. 

Popular fantasy films include the 

Lord of  the Rings and Harry 

Potter. 



Horror movie 

Horror movies are meant to scare 

and thrill us. They often have 

monsters, ghosts,  or murderers 

Famous horror movies include 

The shinning. 



Animation movie 

Animation movies use drawings, 

computer graphics or stop-

motion to tell a story.  

They’re not  just for kids – many 

adults enjoy animated films too. 

Beloved animated  movies 

include  Toy Story and Frozen 



Adventure movie 

Adventure movies  are all about 

excitement, exploration and 

taking risks. They often involve 

treasure hunting, daring journeys 

or quests. 

Popular  adventure films  

include Indiana Jones and 

Pirates of the Caribbean 



Musical movie 

Musical movies combine 

storytelling with song and dance. 

Characters often express their 

emotions through music. 



Look at this picture… 

Do you know him? 

Is he Iranian? 

Can you guess what is his job? 

Director  



What’s the main job of a director? 

The director is like the captain of the 

ship ,responsible  for overseeing the 

entire filmmaking process. 

Directors guide the actors and 

make decisions. 

He won Oscars for The 

salesman movie… 



Can you guess his job? 

Producers handle the business side of the 

film ,including budgeting and financing.  

producer 



Screenwriter 

The screenwriter is the storyteller who creates the script or 

screenplay. 

They develop the plot , characters and dialogues. 



Cinematographer

=Director of 

Photography 

The cinematographer is in charge 

of the camera and lighting crews. 

They decide how the film looks 

,including the framing ,lighting and 

camera angles.  



She is a Costume designer… 

The costume designer selects and 

creates the clothing and costumes 

for the characters. 



Sound designer 

Sound designers create the auditory part of the 

film, including music , sound effects and dialogue.  



Special effects (SFX) 

supervisor 

SFX supervisors handle visual effects in the film. 

They create explosions and monsters.  



This amazing make up is his art. 

He is a makeup artist. 



Makeup artists are responsible for the 

appearance of the actors , including 

their hair and make up. 


